
Humanism and Subjectivity. 
Documentary Photography in Spain

Following a troubled post-war period in Spain characterised by deprivation, exile, repression and propaganda, 
the start of the 1950s saw a new type of photography begin to gain momentum, drawing inspiration from in-
ternational trends in Neo-realist documentary and humanist reportage. Barcelona, Almería and Madrid were the 
main centres of activity in this new approach to photography, which was constructed through individual prac-
tices that shared a commitment to the reform of and experimentation with photographic language. Its aspira-
tions were not a political attempt at social transformation; the photographers at the time made do with portra-
ying reality that was both diverse and imperfect. The Spanish photography from that period, which entered into 
dialogue with cinema, both Spanish and international – particularly from Italy and Hollywood – took an interest 
in the everyday, in looking into and acknowledging the lives of ordinary people.

city, where old and new live side by side, in 
its central streets and outlying neighbou-
rhoods, its most significant monuments 
with new buildings and the distinctive 
people that inhabit the city and piece to-
gether a mosaic of a devastated and grey 
city coming out the other side of one of the 
toughest periods in its history. His photo-
graphs lie between modern professional 
documentalism and art photography with 
avant-garde perspectives, akin to the ra-
dical high-angle and low-angle shots that 
evoke Moholy-Nagy and Rodchenko, in 
addition to the sophisticated interplays 
and contrasts with light.

Although the photography associations 
at that time, with their halls and compe-
titions, often produced photography that 
was non-critical and regressive, in artistic 
terms, these were sometimes the spaces 
that enabled, not without a certain degree 
of contradiction, reform. A paradigm in this 
regard was the Agrupación Fotográfica Al-
meriense (the Photographic Association 
of Almería, AFAL), founded in 1950. From 
1955 onwards, under the initiative of José 

The “second or new Avant-garde”, as Josep Maria Casademont coined this new pho-
tography movement, was a broad and varied surge of reform, where major international 
movements converged, such as Italian Neo-realism, Robert Frank’s, Otto Steinert’s and 
William Klein’s subjective photography, and the humanism of the legendary exhibition 
The Family of Man (1955). This visual culture could be accessed from cinema, a handful 
of exhibitions, books and international journals that trickled through, and, overall, via pho-
tography annuals like Popular Photography, USAnnual and FIAP. However, this new pho-
tography was not openly concerned with making art, a worn-out concept for its creators, 
but searched for functional photography that would go beyond it, that could approach 
the complex social reality in the middle years of the Franco regime – this, in a more literal 
and metaphorical sense, is what is depicted in this gallery.

The photographs of Barcelona by Francesc Català-Roca (1922–1998), the first body 
of work associated with “new avant-garde” photography, were part of the city guide pu-
blished in 1954 by Editorial Barna (the same year another book on Madrid also surfaced). 
Drawing inspiration from Henri Cartier-Bresson and The Decisive Moment (1952), the 
photographer wrote in his memoirs “I don’t take photographs, I capture them. You just 
have to be ready to capture them at the right time.” Català-Roca’s Barcelona is a diverse 
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María Artero and Carlos Pérez Siquier (the 
association’s chairman and secretary, res-
pectively), the new photography move-
ment was massively energised in Almería, 
especially through the publication AFAL 
(1956–1963), which published reformist 
photography, both from Spain and inter-
nationally. A product of the publication’s 
drive, grupo AFAL was not a collective 
with a defined aesthetic trend; it was the 
amalgamation of a group of individuals 
interested in very different sides of con-
temporary photographic creations – from 
social reportage to the search for inti-
mate and personal poetics. In 1956, the 
magazine’s editor-in-chief, Carlos Pérez 
Siquier (1930), embarked upon an exten-
sive photographic series on the La Chan-
ca neighbourhood in Almería, a downcast 
and neglected place at that time. With 
the aim of putting together a photobook, 
which eventually remained in draft form, 
he photographed the inhabitants of this 
slum, endeavouring to “extol these people” 
along the humanist lines of the aforemen-
tioned The Family of Man exhibition. The 
resulting photographs, published in the 
AFAL magazine, are considered a work 
of social protest, in a similar vein to Juan 
Goytisolo’s novel La Chanca, published 
surreptitiously in Paris in 1962.

AFAL member Ramón Masats (1931) 
embarked upon his most important pho-
tographic work in the 1960s, and, with no 
previous training other than life experien-
ce and intuition, worked in Barcelona, at 
the Sala Aixelà, directed by the previously 
mentioned Casademont, and in Madrid, 
where he would settle in 1957. A year la-
ter, he joined RSF (Madrid’s Royal Pho-
tographic Society), an institution around 
which the School of Madrid was created 
after 1958. His photobook Neutral Cor-
ner, released by the publishing house Lu-
men in 1962, formed part of the collection 
Palabra e Imagen (Word and Image), one 
of the spaces that afforded greater visi-
bility to the advanced photography at the 
time. Designed by Lluís Clotet and Oscar 
Tusquets, and with writings by Ignacio 
Aldecoa, Masats’ photos are dramatic 
and feature stark colour contrasts and an 
intense use of photographic black. Moreo-
ver, they offer a critical and epic look inside 

the world of boxing, a sport found halfway 
between misery and legend. 

In the face of the severity and formal ri-
gour of a work like Neutral Corner, we come 
across the Neófito Lisardo baptism series, 
produced by Gerardo Vielba (1921–1992) 
in 1962 and characterised by its high spi-
rits and cheeriness. The sequence is built 
around four family portraits taken during 
the celebration, with the trust between the 
photogenic group and the photographer 
plain to see. Gerardo Vielba and Francisco 
Gómez (1918–1998), both self-taught, 
were part of the Madrid nucleus assem-
bled around the RSF, yet Gómez’s photo-
graphs were a far cry from Vielba’s happy 
portraits mentioned above; his walls and 
textures were an equivalent to the materic 
abstract painting of contemporaries An-
toni Tàpies and Lucio Muñoz. The intense 
poetic component in his work lies in the 
beauty of disorder, ruin and decay; rubble, 
damp, graffiti and inscriptions in the sub-
ject matter that, like photography, subtly 
refer to the human need to leave traces 
and testimonies of life.
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